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Dear customers, 

Thank you for renting a motorhome from Elba Wohnmobile. 

We hope you enjoyed your trip with our motorhome. 

 

Leaflet for the return of the motorhome 

 

01. Fill up the motorhome (please only with car diesel), as well as the AdBlue tank 

 

02. Empty the fresh water tank 

 

 

03. Empty the waste water tank 

 

04. Empty the faeces tank and clean it completely, do not fill in new chemicals and water. 

 

 

05. Interior cleaning: 

 Empty all storage compartments, testify/sweep, as well as damp wipe out. 

 clean all windows from the inside, wipe damp and wipe dry 

 Clean insects and leaves from all flyscreen grilles 

 Clean upholstery/seats/carpets and vacuum if necessary (especially from pet hair !!!!) 

 Clean sanitary area thoroughly, wipe out with a damp cloth and wipe dry again 

 Damp wipe mirror surfaces and fittings and wipe dry. 

 Defrost refrigerator if necessary, damp wipe inside & outside, wipe dry 

 Clean sink and cooker (especially food residues), damp wipe, wipe dry. Do not use cleaning 

agents that scratch stainless steel and glass! 

 Sweep the floor/floor area (also in the corners), damp wipe if necessary. 

 Vacuum the entrance area carpet and the sliding rail, also under the pond. 

 

06. Driver area / cockpit: 

 Clean all windows from the inside, damp wipe, wipe dry. 

 

07. Load compartment: 

 Sweep out load compartment 

 Damp wipe the inside walls of the load compartment and the inside surfaces of the doors. 

 Clean the cable drum and wheel chocks. 
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You have received a clean and well-maintained motorhome before handover. 

Accordingly, we expect you to handle our property with care! 

 

Upon return, we will check the above-mentioned cleanliness and reserve the right to charge you for the 

costs of subsequent cleaning in accordance with the General Terms and Conditions/the rental contract. 

In addition, we reserve the right to have the vehicle professionally cleaned externally in the event of 

extreme soiling. 

The resulting costs will be charged to you in full plus fees. 

 

Costs in the event that the above services are not provided: 

 Finale AdBlue refuelling: 

20 € flat rate + 2 € per litre 

 Interior cleaning: 

50 € 

 Interior cleaning in case of extreme soiling: 

250 € 

 Faecal tank not emptied on delivery: 

250 € 

 Waste water tank not emptied on delivery: 

150 € 


